Strategic plans

Every five years since 2005, ILGA-Europe, in association with our membership, create a strategic plan which will provide core aspirations and guidelines for the work we will be carrying out going forward.

We have come to an understanding that our role is to harness the knowledge and capacity that exists in the wider movement and to make sure it's amplified. Our role is to have this unique overview of everything that's going on, and to connect those with expertise and resources, whether they're in LGBTI movement or from other parts of society, to increase the overall ability of LGBTI activists to bring about change for their communities.
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Strategic Framework 2019-2023

For a long time at ILGA-Europe there was a sense that we needed to be experts on a range of things, on specific topics, on […]
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Strategic plan 2014-2018

We discussed how we can make sure that what we achieve over the next five years will get us closer to making our vision of […]
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Strategic plan 2011-2013

The first was to explicitly underline ILGA-Europe’s human rights approach as the basis of the organisation’s work. The second was to consider ILGA-Europe as a [...]
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Strategic plan 2005-2008

Inclusion of Equality within the LGBT communities as a focus throughout – encouraging equality for all within the organisation and all its actions. Creating links […]
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